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What does 100% Compliance to the  
CIAT Open Access and Data Management Policy mean? 
Scope
Guidelines
CIAT aims to be 100% compliant to the CGIAR and CIAT Open Access and Data Management (OADM) policy by 
the end of 2017, one year ahead of the CGIAR stipulated goal. This short primer will briefly lay out requirements 
to ensure adherence to the OADM policy.
• The OADM policy covers all final information products.i 
• Final information products are those that are “stable” and unlikely to undergo further change.
• Open access means immediate, irrevocable, unrestricted, and free online access worldwide to information 
products subject to proper attribution and to appropriate licenses, subject to certain restrictions where 
appropriate (for example, concerning derivatives or commercial use).
• CIAT is committed to implementing open access in accordance with international guiding principles (e.g., 
for data stewardship on a FAIR basis [http://go.nature.com/1TLkkmx], which requires data to be Findable, 
Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable).
To be 100% compliant with the OADM policy, CIAT staff, students, and visiting researchers should observe the 
following guidelines:
1. All your final information products need to be made open access unless exempted by policy.   
2. Your peer-reviewed publications can be made open access by:
Paying for article processing charges (APCs) in reputable journals. This is Gold Open Access. The 
publication needs to be deposited in the CIAT Library for record keeping.
Publishing in reputable restricted access journals and self-archiving with CIAT. This is Green Open 
Access. It is important to submit the correct version of your article to the Library. For most publishers, 
it is the Author Accepted Manuscript (post-print). CIAT Library checks the SHERPA/ROMEO database for 
specific publisher conditions and restrictions.
3. Data underlying publications and research data for completed projects should be made open access. 
Therefore, the data must be deposited in approved data journals, subject-specific data repositories or CIAT’s 
institutional data repository Dataverse (https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/CIAT).
4. Please submit all other non-data information products to the CIAT Library to be made open in our 
institutional repository CGSpace (https://cgspace.cgiar.org/handle/10568/35697).
5. All open information products should apply suitable open licenses that guarantee the open access status of 
the product. Suitable licenses include the Creative Commons licenses CC-BY 4.0 (subject only to attribution) or 
CC-BY-NC 4.0 (subject to attribution and non-commercial uses) for most publications and data, Open Database 
Licenses (ODbL) for databases, and the GNU General Public License (GNU-GPL) for software.
6. Always send information products with supporting metadata  
and documentation.
Timeliness
Follow Table 1 to make your information products open access in a timely basis.
Types of information products Deposit schedule
Peer-reviewed versions of journal articles Ideally, at the time of publicationLatest: 6 months from publication. 
Reports and other papers As soon as possibleLatest: within 3 months of completion.
Externally or commercially published books and  
book chapters
As soon as possible 
Latest: within 6 months of completion.
Self-published journals, books, reports, etc. Immediately.
Data and datasets
As soon as possible
Latest: within 12 months of completion of data collection or appropriate project milestone, 
or within 6 months of publication of the information products underpinned by such data.
Video, audio, scientific images
As soon as possible 
Latest: within 3 months of completion.
Photographs
As soon as possible
Latest: within 3 months of completion or publication.
Computer software/applications/code Upon completion of software development.
Metadata As soon as possibleLatest: before or on publication of the information product.
Core/corporate governance documents appropriate 
for public consumption 
As per “reports” category of information product (core/corporate governance documents not 
currently addressed separately in the policy).
CONTACTS
i  Information products include, but are not limited to, peer-reviewed journal articles, books, book chapters, datasets, databases, policy briefs, conference papers, 
conference and workshop proceedings, posters, infographics, reports, working papers, video, audio, images, computer software, analysis tools. and toolkits.
Exemptions to Open Access
• Final information products released before October 2013
• Limitations due to intellectual property rights-related considerations such as third party rights, intellectual 
property, farmers’ rights, and traditional knowledge.
• Limitations due to privacy, confidentiality, and security considerations.
• Limitations due to the information content such as instability of product that will change, or sensibility and 
quality of the information.
Table 1. Deposit schedule of information products
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Open Access to Data Products Data Management Team Carolina García
CIAT-DM@cgiar.org 
c.garcia-CIAT@cgiar.org
Open Access to other Information Products CIAT Library CIAT-Library@cgiar.org
Intellectual Property (IP) Carolina Roa c.roa@cgiar.org
Open Access and Data Management Leroy Mwanzia l.mwanzia@cgiar.org
